Role Play – Pressure for Information about Other Programs

At the end of your fellowship interview, the faculty interviewer asks you if there is any feedback you would like to give about your interview day. Though you don’t want to get anyone into trouble, you bring up your concerns about your conversation with a program representative between interviews. You tell that the person kept probing you about other fellowship programs you have interviewed at, including questions about:

What you liked about other programs?

How have you planned to rank those programs?
Role Play – Pressure for Information about Other Programs

You are a faculty interviewing an applicant for your fellowship program. At the end of the interview, you solicit feedback from the applicant to give about the interview day. Though the applicant doesn’t want to get anyone into trouble, he/she brings up concerns about a conversation with a program representative between interviews. The applicant tells you that a program representative kept probing them about other fellowship programs at which they had have interviewed, as well as questions about:

What the applicant liked about other programs?

How the applicant has planned to rank those programs?